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GENERAL INTEREST 

Asphodel 

H.D. 

Robert Spoo, editor 

“DESTROY,” H.D. had pencilled 

across the title page of this auto¬ 

biographical novel. Although the 

manuscript survived, it has 

remained unpublished since its 

completion in the 1920s. Re¬ 

garded by many as one of the 

major poets of the modernist 

period, H.D. created in Asphodel 

a remarkable and readable ex¬ 

perimental prose text, which, in 

its manipulation of technique 

and voice, can stand with the 

works of Joyce, Woolf, and Stein. 

But in its frank exploration of 

lesbian desire, pregnancy and 

motherhood, artistic indepen¬ 

dence for women, and female 

experience during wartime, 

H.D.’s novel stands alone. 

A sequel to the author’s 

HERmione, Asphodel takes the 

reader into the bohemian draw¬ 

ing rooms of pre-World War I 

London and Paris, a milieu 

populated by thinly disguised 

versions of Ezra Pound, Richard 

Aldington, May Sinclair, Brigit 

Patmore, and Margaret Cravens; 

on the other side of what H.D. 

calls “the chasm,” the novel 

documents the war’s devastating 

effect on the men and women 

who considered themselves 

guardians of beauty. Against this 

riven backdrop, Asphodel plays 

out the story of Hermione Gart, 

a young American newly arrived 

in Europe and testing for the first 

time the limits of her sexual and 

artistic identities. Following 

Hermione through the frustra¬ 

tions of a literary world domi¬ 

nated by men, the failures of an 

attempted lesbian relationship 

and a marriage riddled with 

infidelity, the birth of an illegiti¬ 

mate child, and, finally, happi¬ 

ness with a female companion, 

Asphodel describes with moving 

lyricism and striking candor the 

emergence of a young, gifted 

woman from her self-exile. 

Editor Robert Spoo’s introduc¬ 

tion carefully places Asphodel in 

the context of H.D.’s life and 

work. In an appendix featuring 

capsule biographies of the real 

figures behind the novel’s 

fictional characters, Spoo pro¬ 

vides keys to this roman a clef. 

Robert Spoo, Assistant Professor 

of English at the University of 

Tulsa and Editor-in-Chief of the 

James Joyce Quarterly, is coeditor 

of Ezra Pound and Margaret 

Cravens: A Tragic Friendship, 

1910-1912, also published by 

Duke University Press. 

240 pages 

6x9 trim size 

ISBN 0-8223-1242-5 

paper, $i2.95tr 

ISBN 0-8223-1240-9 

library cloth edition, $42.50 

SEPTEMBER 

H.D. (Hilda Doolittle) was born 

in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in 

1886. In 1911 she went to Europe 

where, with Ezra Pound and 

Richard Aldington, she became a 

leading member of the Imagist 

movement. She published 

many volumes of poetry, 

from Sea Garden in 1916 

to Helen in Egypt in 1961, 

the year of her death. Her 

novels include Bid Me to 

Live (A Madrigal), Black 

Swan, and HERmione. 



New in Paperback 

Bronislava Nijinska: 

Early Memoirs 

Translated and Edited by Irina 

Nijinska and Jean Rawlinson 

With an introduction by and in 

consultation with Anna 

Kisselgoff 

Now in paperback, Bronislava 

Nijinska: Early Memoirs—origi¬ 

nally published in 1981—has 

been hailed by critics, scholars, 

and dancers alike as the defini¬ 

tive source of firsthand informa¬ 

tion on the early life of the great 

Vaslav Nijinsky (1889-1950). This 

memoir, recounted here with 

verve and stunning detail by the 

late Bronislava Nijinska (1891- 

1972)—Nijinsky’s sister and 

herself a major twentieth- 

century dancer and leading 

choreographer of the Diaghilev 

era—offers a season-by-season 

chronicle of their childhood and 

early artistic development. Writ¬ 

ten with feeling and charm, these 

insightful memoirs provide an 

engrossingly readable narrative 

that has the panoramic sweep 

and colorful vitality of a Russian 

novel. 

“[These memoirs] are remark¬ 

able for their charm, their sub¬ 

stance, and their transparent 

integrity.... [They] offer us ... 

a firsthand account of what 

Nijinsky said and did on the 

stage and off during the first 

twenty-five years of his life. 

When we close the book, we 

know him as never before.” 

—John Russell, New York Review 

of Books 

“Nijinska fills in details of her 

brother’s childhood ... and 

succeeds—where all the rest 

fail—in making him human.” 

—Holly Brubach, New York 

Times Book Review 

“Of unprecedented value are the 

insights [Nijinska] gives of how 

Nijinsky developed both his and 

her technique.”—Julie Kavanagh, 

Times Literary Supplement 

“With this posthumous volume 

of reminiscences, Bronislava 

Nijinska begins at last to emerge 

from the obscurity which has 

long enveloped her.”—Dale 

Harris, Ballet News 

The late Irina Nijinska (1913— 

1991), Bronislava’s only child and 

literary executrix, was respon¬ 

sible for the organization and 

translation of her mother’s 

manuscripts from the Russian. 

Writer Jean Rawlinson then 

rendered this translation into 

idiomatic and fluent English. 

Anna Kisselgoff, who provided 

the introduction to this volume 

and special consultation to its 

editors, is Dance Critic of The 

New York Times. 

640 pages, 132 photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1295-6 

paper, $i8.95tr 

SEPTEMBER 
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Jackson Pollock: 

“Psychoanalytic” 

Drawings 

Claude Cernuschi 

Foreword by 

Michael P. Mezzatesta 

Perhaps no aspect of Jackson 

Pollock’s oeuvre has been more 

misunderstood than the draw¬ 

ings Pollock created during 

Jungian psychoanalysis sessions 

during 1939-40. Presented to his 

psychotherapist, where they 

remained in private files for 

almost three decades until their 

publication in 1970, these draw¬ 

ings have been shrouded in both 

personal and art-historical con¬ 

troversy—from a lawsuit filed by 

Pollock’s widow, Lee Krasner, to 

wide-ranging justifications of 

them as Jungian iconography or 

as “proof” of Pollock’s supposed 

mental disorder. 

Published in conjunction with an 

exhibition touring the United 

States, this book draws together 

sixty-nine drawings and one 

gouache, beautifully reproduced 

in accurate color for the first 

time. The images reveal a range 

of styles, from highly refined and 

elaborate sketches to rapid and 

automatic improvisations, as 

well as a range of subjects, from 

human figures, animals, and 

cryptic figures to purely abstract 

forms. Together they bear wit¬ 

ness to Pollock’s intense interest 

in the latest contemporary art as 

well as non-Western traditions. 

Art historian Claude Cernuschi’s 

essay addresses key historical and 

interpretive questions surround¬ 

ing these drawings: What was 

their intended purpose? Do they 

have particular psychoanalytic 

importance? What is the rela¬ 

tionship between psychoanalysis 

and art? Ultimately, Cernuschi 

argues for the importance of 

reintegrating these works into 

their rightly held place in 

Pollock’s oeuvre. Remarkable for 

their beauty as well as spontane¬ 

ity, these drawings reflect the 

conscious intellectual choice of 

an artist blazing new trails. 

Claude Cernuschi, Assistant 

Professor of Art and Art History 

at Duke University, is the author 

of Jackson Pollock: Meaning and 

Significance. Michael P. 

Mezzatesta is Director of the 

Duke University Museum of Art. 

This catalog is published on 

the occasion of an exhibi¬ 

tion seen at the following 

museums: 

Duke University Museum 

of Art 

January 3 I-March 29, 1992 

The Art Museum, Princeton 

University 

April 21-June 14, 1992 

San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art 

July 2-August 30, 1992 

Published in Association with the 

Duke University Museum of Art 

156 pages, 96 illustrations, 58 

in color 

9 x 12 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1274-3 

paper, $29_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1250-6 

cloth, $59.95 

AVAILABLE 
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Green Delusions: 

An Environmentalist 

Critique of Radical 
Environmentalism 

Martin W. Lewis 

Scholars, politicians, and activ¬ 

ists worldwide are finally recog¬ 

nizing the severity of the global 

environmental crisis, yet serious 

threats to the environmental 

movement remain. Anti-envi¬ 

ronmentalists dismiss the very 

idea of a “crisis” as a mirage. 

Much less obvious, however, is 

the more subde threat masquer¬ 

ading under the mande of envi¬ 

ronmentalism itself. It is this 

threat that Green Delusions 

addresses. 

Writing from the standpoint of a 

committed environmentalist, 

Martin W. Lewis contends that 

many of the most devoted and 

strident “greens,” those who 

propose a radical environmental¬ 

ism, unwittingly espouse an ill- 

conceived doctrine that has 

devastating implications for the 

global ecosystem. In this book he 

distinguishes the main variants 

of eco-extremism, exposes the 

fallacies upon which such views 

ultimately flounder, and demon¬ 

strates that the policies advo¬ 

cated by their proponents would, 

if enacted, result in unequivocal 

ecological catastrophe. 

Lewis oudines the agenda pro¬ 

posed by eco-extremists, which is 

based on local economic self- 

sufficiency, a shunning of market 

exchange, and a general retreat 

from advanced technology. In 

this program, he identifies the 

potential for monumental dis¬ 

ruption and complete political 

alienation—an undermining of 

the very foundations on which a 

new and ecologically sane eco¬ 

nomic order must be built. 

Instead, Lewis argues, we must 

move forward into the solar 

age—an age that will require 

more investment in our techno¬ 

logical infrastructure as well as 

the retention of a globally inte¬ 

grated market economy. Further¬ 

more, in order to advance the 

reforms needed to change our 

present course, environmental¬ 

ism must try to create a broad¬ 

ranging consensus. 

Green Delusions—at once po¬ 

lemic and prescriptive—is an 

impassioned attempt to defend 

the environmental movement 

against extremist ideas that 

would lead to self-defeating 

political strategies and would 

prevent society from making the 

reforms it so desperately needs. 

Martin W. Lewis is Assistant 

Professor of Geography at 

George Washington University. 

He is the author of Wagering the 

Land: Ritual, Capital, and Envi¬ 

ronmental Degradation in the 

Cordillera of Northern Luzon, 

1900-1986. 

288 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1257-3 

cloth, $24_95tr 
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We Were the 
People: Voices from 

East Germany’s 
Revolutionary 

Autumn of 1989 

Dirk Philipsen 

On the night of November 9, 

1989, an electrified world 

watched as the Berlin Wall came 

down. Communism was dead, 

the Cold War was over, and 

freedom was on the rise—or so it 

seemed. We Were the People tells 

the story behind this momentous 

event. In an extraordinary series 

of interviews, the key actors in 

the drama that transformed East 

Germany speak for themselves, 

describing what they did, what 

happened and why, and what it 

has meant to them. The result is 

a powerful firsthand account of a 

rare historical moment, one that 

reverberates far beyond the 

toppled wall that once divided 

Germany and the world. 

The drama We Were the People 

recreates is remarkable for its 

richness and complexity. Here 

are citizens organizing despite 

threats of bloody crackdowns; 

party functionaries desperately 

trying to survive as time- 

honored political prerogatives 

crumble beneath their feet; an 

oppressed people discovering the 

possibilities of power and free¬ 

dom, but also the sobering 

strangeness of new political 

realities. With their success, East 

Germans encountered the over¬ 

powering might of their Western 

neighbor—and stood perplexed 

before the onslaught of real 

estate agents, glossy consumer 

ads, political professionalism, 

and the discovery that a lifetime 

of social experience had sud¬ 

denly lost all usable context. 

They became, in the words of 

one participant, a people “with¬ 

out biography.” 

Over all the recent events and 

unlikely turns recounted here, 

one thing remains paramount: 

the sweep of the initial demo¬ 

cratic conception that animated 

the East German revolution. We 

Were the People brings this move¬ 

ment to life in all its drama and 

detail, vividly recovering a his¬ 

toric moment that altered for¬ 

ever the shape of modern 

Europe. 

Dirk Philipsen teaches in the 

History Department at Duke 

University. 

392 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1294-8 

paper, $19.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1282-4 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

NOVEMBER 

Some Voices of the People 

Barbel Bohley 

“Mother of the Revolution” 

Rainer Eppelmann 

Protestant Pastor 

Klaus Kaden 

Church Emissary to 

the Opposition 

Hans Modrow 

Former Communist 

Prime Minister 

Ludwig Mehlhorn 

Opposition Theorist 

Ingrid Koppe 

Opposition Representative 

Frank Eigenfeld 

New Forum 

Harald Wagner 

Democracy Now 

Sebastian Pflugbeil 

Democratic Strategist, 

East German Workers 

Cornelia Matzke 

Independent Women’s 

Alliance 

Andre Brie 

Party Vice-Chairman 

Gerhard Ruden 

Environmental Activist 

Werner Bramke 

Party Academic 
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New in Paperback 

Some Write to the 
Future: Essays on 

Contemporary Latin 

American Fiction 

Ariel Dorfman 

Translated by George Shivers 

with the Author 

Formerly exiled Chilean author 

Ariel Dorfman, one of Latin 

America’s greatest writers and a 

major literary figure of the twen¬ 

tieth century, is known for such 

critically acclaimed works as the 

novel "Widows and the play Death 

and the Maiden. A master of 

various literary forms, in this 

collection Dorfman draws to¬ 

gether critical essays on contem¬ 

porary Latin American writing. 

Spanning more than twenty 

years and arranged in chrono¬ 

logical order, each essay is de¬ 

voted to a single author—Miguel 

Angel Asturias, Jorge Luis 

Borges, Jose Maria Arguedas, 

Alejo Carpentier, Gabriel Garcia 

Marquez, Roa Bastos—and one 

final essay looks at the “testimo¬ 

nial” or concentration camp 

literature from Chile. 

“In Some Write to the Future, 

Ariel Dorfman, the Chilean poet, 

novelist, critic, and playwright, 

turns criticism into a personal 

quest—for his own context, both 

as writer and citizen of Latin 

America.... As both political and 

literary being, he belongs to the 

Latin American tradition of the 

committed writer.... [An] intelli¬ 

gent and thoughtful book.”— 

James Polk, Washington Post Book 

World 

“Dorfman explores with great 

insight the differing ways that 

political militants and writers of 

fiction can bear testimony to 

torture and man’s inhumanity to 

man. His conclusion is that by its 

very weakness and ambiguity, by 

its ability to entertain endless 

doubt, literature can come closer 

to understanding such horrors.” 

— Nick Caistor, The Independent 

(London) 

“Lucid and thought-provoking.. ” 

-—Ilan Stavans, New York Times 

Book Review 

“[A] Chilean literary grandmaster 

...”—Michael Quinn, Time 

Magazine 

Ariel Dorfman is the author of 

numerous works of fiction, plays, 

poems, and essays in both Spanish 

and English. The play Death and 

the Maiden, his most recent 

award-winning work, has been 

hailed as one of the most impor¬ 

tant political plays of the last 

decade, with productions in over 

fifteen countries. He divides his 

time between Santiago, Chile, 

and Durham, North Carolina, 

where he is Research Professor of 

Literature and Latin American 

Studies at Duke University. 

271 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1269-7 

paper, $i2.95tr 

AVAILABLE 
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Conversations in 

Exile: Russian 
Writers Abroad 

John Glad, editor 

Interviews Translated by 

Richard and Joanna Robin 

An entire generation of Russian 

writers have been living in exile 

from their homeland. Although 

today’s glasnost has special mean¬ 

ing for many of these banished 

writers, it does not dissolve their 

experience of forced separation 

from their country of origin. In 

Conversations in Exile, John Glad 

brings together interviews with 

fourteen prominent Russian 

writers in exile, all of whom 

currently live in the United 

States, France, or Germany. 

Conducted between 1978 and 

1989, these frank and captivating 

interviews provide a rich and 

complex portrait of a national 

literature in exile. 

Glad’s introduction situates the 

three distinct waves of westward 

emigration in their historical and 

political framework. Organized 

by genre, the book begins with 

discussions with the older gen¬ 

eration of writers and then 

moves on to more recent arrivals: 

the makers of fantasy and hu¬ 

mor, the aesthetes, the moralists, 

and the realists. Each voice is 

compelling for its invaluable 

testimony—some reveal startling 

insights into the persecution of 

dissidents under Soviet rule 

while others address the relation¬ 

ship between creativity, writing, 

and conditions of exile. Taken 

together these interviews reveal 

the range of modern Russian 

writing and document the per¬ 

sonalities and positions that have 

made Russian writers in emigra¬ 

tion so diverse, experimental, 

and controversial. 

John Glad, Associate Professor of 

Russian Literature at the Univer¬ 

sity of Maryland, is the editor of 

Literature in Exile (Duke Univer¬ 

sity Press) and coeditor of Rus¬ 

sian Poetry: The Modern Period. 

288 pages, 14 photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1298-0 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1277-8 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

JANUARY 1993 

The Writers 

Vasily Aksyonov 

Joseph Brodsky 

Igor Chinnov 

Natalya Gorbanevskaya 

Fridrikh Gorenstein 

Roman Goul 

Yury Ivask 

Boris Khazanov 

Edward Limonov 

Vladimir Maksimov 

Andrei Siniavsky and 

Maria Rozanova 

Sasha Sokolov 

Vladimir Voinovich 

Aleksandr Zinoviev 

Excerpt from Conversations in Exile 

John Glad: You’re a Russian poet but an American essayist. Does that 

bring on any measure of split personality? Do you think you are becom¬ 

ing less and less Russian? 

Joseph Brodsky (recipient of 1987 Nobel Prize for Literature): That’s not 

for me to say. As far as I’m concerned, in my inner self, inside, it feels 

quite natural. I think being a Russian poet and an American essayist is an 

ideal situation. It's all a matter of whether you have (a) the heart and (b) 

the brains to be able to do both. Sometimes I think I do. Sometimes I 

think I don’t. Sometimes I think that one interferes with the other. 
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Present Tense: 

Rock & Roll and 

Culture 

Anthony DeCurtis, editor 

The most compelling art form to 

emerge from the United States in 

the second half of the twentieth 

century, rock & roll stands in an 

edgy relationship with its own 

mythology, its own musicologi- 

cal history, and the broader 

culture in which it plays a part. 

In Present Tense, Anthony 

DeCurtis, a critic and editor at 

Rolling Stone, brings together 

writers from a wide variety of 

fields to explore how rock & roll 

is made, consumed, and experi¬ 

enced in our time. 

In this collection, Greil Marcus 

creates a collage of words and 

pictures that evokes and explores 

Elvis Presley’s grisly fate as an 

American cultural image, while 

Robert Palmer tells the gripping 

tale of the origins and meanings 

of the electric guitar. Rap music, 

MTV, and the issue of gender 

identity in the work of Bruce 

Springsteen all undergo thor¬ 

ough examination; rock & roll’s 

complex relationship with the 

forces of censorship gets a re¬ 

markably fresh reading; and the 

mainstreaming of rock & roll in 

the 1980s is detailed and ana¬ 

lyzed. And, in an interview with 

Laurie Anderson and an essay by 

Adanta musician Jeff Calder, the 

artists speak for themselves. 

Contributors. Jeff Calder, An¬ 

thony DeCurtis, Mark Dery, Paul 

Evans, Glenn Gass, Trent Hill, 

Michael Jarrett, Alan Light, Greil 

Marcus, Robert Palmer, Robert 

B. Ray, Dan Rubey, David R. 

Shumway, Martha Nell Smith, 

Paul Smith 

Anthony DeCurtis is Senior 

Features Editor for Rolling Stone 

magazine. 

Originally published as a prize¬ 

winning special issue of the 

journal South Atlantic Quarterly 

(Fall 1991). 

320 pages, 11 illustrations 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1265-4 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1261-1 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

SEPTEMBER 

Excerpts from Present Tense 

“At this point in its development, rock & roll ... is both fully woven into 

the fabric of the American Corporate Structure and endlessly the 

subject of efforts to censor its rebellious impulses. It is safe as milk and a 

clear and present danger.”—Anthony DeCurtis, from the Introduction 

“On the surface of things, Bruce Springsteen seems so male, so hetero¬ 

sexual, so frank, so knowable. But close attention to his artistic produc¬ 

tions reveals not only how inscrutable he may be, but also how tenuous 

knowledge is of that most basic element of human nature—sexuality. 

Homoeroticism permeates his performances, assumption of the femi¬ 

nine is one of his repeated artistic maneuvers, and, though he writes and 

sings about Adam, he finally seems much more like Eve in his approach 

to knowledge."—Martha Nell Smith, from “Sexual Mobilities” 
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POST-CONTEMPORARY INTERVENTIONS 

Post- 

Contemporary 

Interventions 

A Series Edited 

by Stanley Fish 

and 

Fredric Jameson 

Text: The Genealogy 
of an Antidisciplinary 

Object 

John Mowitt 

The concept of textuality in 

recent decades has come to 

designate a fundamentally con¬ 

tested terrain within a number of 

academic disciplines. How it 

came to occupy this position is 

the subject of John Mowitt’s 

book, a critical genealogy of the 

social and intellectual conditions 

that contributed to the emer¬ 

gence of the textual object. 

Beginning with the Tel Quel 

group in France in the sixties and 

seventies, Mowitt’s study details 

how a certain interdisciplinary 

crisis prompted academics to 

rethink the conditions of cultural 

interpretation. Concentrating on 

three disciplinary projects— 

literary analysis, film studies, and 

musicology—Mowitt shows how 

textuality’s emergence called into 

question not merely the relations 

among these disciplines, but also 

the cultural logic of disciplinary 

reason as such. 

At once an effort to define “the 

text” and to explore and extend 

the theory of textuality, this book 

illustrates why the notion of 

interdisciplinary research has 

recently acquired such urgency. 

At the same time, by emphasiz¬ 

ing the genealogical dimension 

of the textual object, Mowitt 

raises the issues of its 

“antidisciplinary” character, and 

by extension its immediate 

pertinence for the current de¬ 

bates over multiculturalism and 

Eurocentrism. 

Innovative, historically astute, 

and theoretically informed, this 

important book will be indis¬ 

pensable reading for all scholars 

in literary and cultural studies. 

John Mowitt is Associate Profes¬ 

sor of Humanities and English at 

the University of Minnesota. 

272 pages, 16 photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1273-5 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1251-4 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

OCTOBER 

Apprehending 

the Criminal: 

The Production 

of Deviance in 
Nineteenth-Century 

Discourse 

Marie-Christine Leps 

In this wide-ranging analysis, 

Marie-Christine Leps traces the 

production and circulation of 

knowledge about the criminal in 

nineteenth-century discourse 

and shows how the delineation 

of deviance served to construct 

cultural norms. She demon¬ 

strates how the apprehension of 

crime and criminals was an 

important factor in the establish¬ 

ment of such key institutions as 

national systems of education, a 

cheap daily press, and various 

welfare measures designed to 

fight the spread of criminality. 

Leps focuses on three discursive 

practices: the emergence of 

criminology, the development of 

a mass-produced press, and the 

proliferation of crime fiction in 

both England and France. Begin¬ 

ning where Foucault’s work 

Discipline and Punish ends, Leps 

analyzes intertextual modes of 

knowledge production and 

shows how the elaboration of 

hegemonic truths about the 

criminal is related to the exercise 

of power. 

The scope of her investigation 

includes scientific treatises such 

as Criminal Man by Cesare 

Lombroso and The English Con¬ 

vict by Charles Goring, reports 

on the Jack the Ripper murders 

in The Times and Le Petit 

Parisien, the Sherlock Holmes 

stories, Stevenson’s Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and 

novels by Zola and Bourget. 

This work will be indispensable 

to all readers interested in dis¬ 

course analysis and to scholars 

and students of literary and 

cultural studies, anthropology, 

criminology, nineteenth-century 

history, and interdisciplinary 

studies. 

Marie-Christine Leps is Associate 

Professor of English at York 

University, Toronto. 

288 pages, 8 tables 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1271-9 

paper $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1255-7 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

OCTOBER 
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Transgressions of 
Reading: Narrative 

Engagement as Exile 
and Return 

Robert D. Newman 

It is often claimed that we know 

ourselves and the world through 

narratives. In this book, Robert 

D. Newman portrays narrative 

engagement as a process 

grounded in psychoanalytic 

theory to explain how readers (or 

listeners or viewers) manage to 

engage with specific narratives 

and derive from them a personal 

experience. 

Newman describes this psycho¬ 

drama of narrative engagement 

as that of exile and return, an 

experience in which narrative 

becomes a type of homeland, 

beckoning and elusive, endlessly 

defining and disrupting the 

borders of a reader’s identity. 

Within this paradigm, he consid¬ 

ers a fascinating variety of narra¬ 

tive texts: from the Jim Jones 

episode in Guyana to Freud’s 

repression of personal history in 

his story of Moses; from a surre¬ 

alistic collage novel by Max Ernst 

to the horror films of Alfred 

Hitchcock; from the works of 

James Joyce, Ariel Dorfman, 

Milan Kundera, and D. M. Tho¬ 

mas to the tales of abjection in 

pornography. 

Transgressions of Reading is itself 

an engaging work, as interesting 

for its provocative readings of 

particular works as for its theo¬ 

retical insights. It will appeal to 

readers from all fields in which 

narrative plays a crucial role and 

to students of film and art, mod¬ 

ern and contemporary literature, 

popular culture, and feminist, 

psychoanalytic, and reader re¬ 

sponse theory. 

Robert D. Newman, Associate 

Professor of English at Texas 

A&M University, is the coeditor 

of Joyce’s Ulysses: The Larger 

Perspective and author of Under¬ 

standing Thomas Pynchon. 
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isbn 0-8223-1280-8 
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Mutual Misunder¬ 

standing: Scepticism 

and the Theorizing 

of Language and 

Interpretation 

Talbot J. Taylor 

Do others understand what we 

say or write? Do we understand 

them? Theorists of language and 

interpretation claim to be more 

concerned with questions about 

“what” we understand and 

“how” we understand than with 

the logically prior question 

“whether” we understand each 

other. An affirmative answer to 

the latter question is apparently 

taken for granted. However, in 

Mutual Misunderstanding, Talbot 

J. Taylor shows that the sceptical 

doubts about communicational 

understanding do in fact have a 

profoundly important, if as yet 

unacknowledged, function in the 

construction of theories of lan¬ 

guage and interpretation. 

Mutual Misunderstanding thus 

presents a strikingly original 

analysis of the rhetorical patterns 

underlying Western linguistic 

thought, as exemplified in the 

works of John Locke, Jacques 

Derrida, Gottlob Frege, Jonathan 

Culler, Noam Chomsky, 

Ferdinand de Saussure, H. Paul 
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Grice, Michael Dummet, Stanley 

Fish, Alfred Schutz, Barbara 

Herrnstein Smith, Harold 

Garfinkel, and others. This 

analysis reveals how, by the 

combined effect of appeals to 

“commonsense” and anxieties 

about implications of relativism, 

scepticism has a determining role 

in the discursive development of 

a number of the intellectual 

disciplines making up the “hu¬ 

man sciences” today, including 

critical theory, literary herme¬ 

neutics, philosophy of language 

and logic, communication theo¬ 

ry, discourse and conversation 

analysis, pragmatics, stylistics, 

and linguistics. Consequently, 

this provocative study will be of 

value to readers from a wide 

variety of disciplinary back¬ 

grounds. 

Talbot J. Taylor, Associate Profes¬ 

sor of English and Linguistics at 

the College of William & Mary, is 

the author (with R. Harris) of 

Landmarks in Linguistic Thought 

and (with D. Cameron) of Ana¬ 

lyzing Conversation. 

320 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1249-2 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1238-7 

library cloth edition, $37.50 
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Rights: U.S., Canada, & 

Japan only 

Also Available in 

Post-Contemporary 

Interventions 

Winner of the 1990 James 

Russell Lowell Prize 

Postmodernism, or, 

The Cultural Logic of 

Late Capitalism 

Fredric Jameson 

1992. (1990) 461 pages, 

24 illustrations, 8 in color 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1090-2 

paper, $i9_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0929-7 

cloth, $34.95 

Rights: World, excluding Europe 

and British Commonwealth 
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The Repeating Island: 

The Caribbean and the 

Postmodern Perspective 

Antonio Benitez-Rojo 

Translated by James E. Maraniss 

1992. 328 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1221-2 

paper, $i5_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1225-5 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

The Tao and the Logos: 

Literary Hermeneutics, 

East and West 

Zhang Longxi 

1992. 232 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1218-2 

paper, $16.95 

isbn 0-8223-1211-5 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

The Politics of 

Liberal Education 

Darryl J. Gless and Barbara 

Herrnstein Smith, editors 

1991. 288 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1199-2 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1183-6 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

Figures of Resistance: 

Language, Poetry, and 

Narrating in The Tale 

of Cenji and Other 

Mid-Heian Texts 

H. Richard Okada 

1991. 400 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1192-5 

paper, $21.95 

isbn 0-8223-1185-2 

library cloth edition,$49.95 

The Story of Stone: 

Intertextuality, Ancient 

Chinese Stone Lore, and the 

Stone Symbolism in Dream 

of the Red Chamber, Water 

Margin, and The Journey to 

the West 

Jing Wang 

1992.392 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1195-x 

paper, $18.95 

ISBN 0-8223-1178-X 

library cloth edition, $37.50 

The Dialectics of Our 

America: Genealogy, Cultural 

Critique, and Literary History 

Jose David Saldivar 

1991. 216 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1169-0 

paper, $12.95 

isbn 0-8223-1161-5 

library cloth edition, $32.50 

Fables of Power: Aesopian 

Writing and Political History 

Annabel Patterson 

1991.184 pages, 8 b&w illustra¬ 

tions, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1118-6 

paper, $12.95 

isbn 0-8223-1106-2 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Criticism in the Borderlands: 

Studies in Chicano Literature, 

Culture, and Ideology 

Hector Calderon and Jose David 

Saldivar, editors 

1991.328 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1143-7 

paper, $18.95 

isbn 0-8223-1137-2 

library cloth edition, $47.50 

Dangerous Supplements: 

Resistance and Renewal 

in Jurisprudence 

Peter Fitzpatrick, editor 

1991. 256 pages, 5 x 8V2 

isbn 0-8223-1121-6 

paper, $17.95 

isbn 0-8223-1140-2 

library cloth edition, $37.50 

Rights: Western hemisphere 

(excluding Canada), Japan, & 

Philippines 

Heterology and the 

Postmodern: Bataille, 

Baudrillard, and Lyotard 

Julian Pefanis 

1991. 200 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1093-7 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1075-9 

library cloth edition, $30.00 

Rights: World, excluding Austra¬ 

lia, New Zealand, and Southeast 

Asia 

Doing What Comes 

Naturally: Change, Rhetoric, 

and the Practice of Theory 

in Literary and Legal Studies 

Stanley Fish 

1990 (1989). 624 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0995-5 

paper, $19.95 

isbn 0-8223-0859-2 

library cloth edition, $37.50 
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LITERARY STUDIES & CRITICISM 

T ranscendentalist 

Hermeneutics: Institutional 

Authority and the Higher 

Criticism of the Bible 

Richard A. Grusin 

1990. 216 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1059-7 

cloth, $32.50 

1990 Foundations of Political 

Theory Section of the American 

Political Science Association 

“First Book Award” 

Community Without Unity: 

A Politics of Derridean 

Extravagance 

William Corlett 

1989. 277 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0732-4 

cloth, $37.50 

Postmodernism and Japan 

Masao Miyoshi and H. D. 

Harootunian, editors 

1989.322 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0896-7 

paper, $13.95 

isbn 0-8223-0779-9 

library cloth edition, $30.00 

Narrative Innovation 

and Incoherence: 

Ideology in Defoe, 
Goldsmith, Austen, 

Eliot, and 
Hemingway 

Michael M. Boardman 

When the impulse toward inno¬ 

vation arises late in a writer’s 

career, it is often accompanied by 

a sense of urgency, and the result, 

as Narrative Innovation and 

Incoherence demonstrates, raises 

important questions for literary 

theory. Michael M. Boardman 

considers this pressing struggle 

to find a new form as it appears 

in the later works of Defoe, 

Goldsmith, Austen, Eliot, and 

Hemingway. He analyzes how 

these authors react to new and 

compelling beliefs for which a 

previous way of writing is no 

longer adequate. 

Urgent innovations, in this 

account, can only be understood 

as unique, individual responses 

to crises in belief. Taking as a 

point of departure French theo¬ 

rist Althusser’s conviction that 

ideology is intelligible only 

through structure, Boardman 

searches for an explanation of 

both form and ideology not in 

Marxist concepts of base and 

superstructure, but in the par¬ 

ticular structure of an individual 

artist’s writing career. Narrative 

ideology here becomes more 

complex than is generally 

assumed. 

Theoretically informed yet 

avoiding essentializing explana¬ 

tions of narrative invention, 

Narrative Innovation and Inco¬ 

herence offers unexpected in¬ 

sights into the multifaceted 

relations between form and 

belief. It will encourage serious 

students of the novel to reexam¬ 

ine the importance of poetics as 

a mediating factor in the means 

of production. 

Michael M. Boardman, Associate 

Professor of English at Tulane 

University, is the author of Defoe 

and the Uses of Narrative. 
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6x9 trim size 
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Apology to Apostro¬ 

phe: Autobiography 

and the Rhetoric of 
Self-Representation 

in Spain 

James D. Fernandez 

Who writes “I”? To whom are 

autobiographies addressed? 

What kinds of readers are in¬ 

scribed in autobiographical 

narratives? In Apology to Apostro¬ 

phe, James D. Fernandez offers a 

lucid and powerful meditation 

on the nature of autobiographi¬ 

cal writing through his investiga¬ 

tion of the historical conditions 

and literary stagings of autobio¬ 

graphical writing in Spain. 

As Fernandez demonstrates, 

recent developments in critical 

theory provide new and fruitful 

approaches to autobiographical 

works that have long been ne¬ 

glected, misunderstood, or, in 

some cases, virtually unknown. 

Focusing primarily but not 

exclusively on nineteenth-cen¬ 

tury Spain, Fernandez exposes a 

rhetorical tension that often 

occurs in autobiographical 

discourse, between self-justifica¬ 

tion, or “apology,” and the tran¬ 

scendence of this worldly im¬ 

pulse, or “apostrophe.” This 

tension, he argues, is of particu¬ 

lar interest in the case of Spain, 

but not peculiar to that nation, 

and his attention to the theoreti¬ 

cal nature of autobiography leads 

to insightful considerations of 

many canonical European auto¬ 

biographies, including those of 

Saint Augustine, Rousseau, Saint 

Teresa, and Cardinal Newman. 

Considering Spanish autobiogra¬ 

phy in the context of first-person 

narrative in Europe and in J 

the terms of current de- 



bates on the relationship between 

writing and selfhood, Apology 

to Apostrophe marks a significant 

advance in our historical under¬ 

standing and critical discussion 

of the genre. The book will be of 

great value not only to Hispanists 

but also to those interested in 

autobiography and cultural 

history. 

James D. Fernandez is Assistant 

Professor in the Department of 

Spanish and Portuguese at Yale 

University. 

184 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1254-9 

cloth, $24.95 

OCTOBER 

Commentary and 

Ideology: Dante in 

the Renaissance 

Deborah Parker 

Dante’s Divine Comedy played a 

dual role in its relation to Italian 

Renaissance culture, actively 

shaping the fabric of that culture 

and at the same time being 

shaped by it. This productive 

relationship is examined in 

Commentary and Ideology, 

Deborah Parker’s thorough 

compendium on the reception of 

Dante’s chief work. By studying 

the social and historical circum¬ 

stances under which commentar¬ 

ies on Dante were produced, the 

author clarifies the critical tradi¬ 

tion of commentary and explains 

the ways in which this important 

body of material can be used in 

interpreting Dante’s poem. 

Parker begins by tracing the 

criticism of Dante commentaries 

from the nineteenth century to 

the present and then examines 

the tradition of commentary 

from the Middle Ages to the 

Renaissance. She shows how the 

civic, institutional, and social 

commitments of commentators 

shaped their response to the 

Comedy, and how commentators 

tried to use the poem as an 

authoritative source for various 

kinds of social legitimation. 

Parker discusses how different 

commentators dealt with a 

deeply political section of the 

poem, the damnation of Brutus 

and Cassius. 

The scope and importance of 

Commentary and Ideology will 

command the attention of a 

broad group of scholars, includ¬ 

ing specialists on Dante and 

Italian studies, late medievalists, 

students and professionals in 

early modern European litera¬ 

ture, bibliographers, critical 

theorists, historians of literary 

criticism and theory, and cul¬ 

tural and intellectual historians. 

Deborah Parker is Assistant 

Professor in the Department of 

Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese 

at the University of Virginia. 
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LINGUISTICS 

Modern Theories 

of Language: The 
Empirical Challenge 

Morteza Mahmoudian 

In a controversial look at the 

study of linguistics today, 

Morteza Mahmoudian examines 

twentieth-century theories of 

language in light of empirical 

evidence. In the past, linguists 

have had to choose between a 

general linguistic theory aimed at 

universal explanatory power and 

specific, limited linguistic mod¬ 

els. Arguing that at various levels 

of linguistic analysis different 

theories offer more or less ex¬ 

planatory power, Mahmoudian 

makes a persuasive case for an 

integrated approach incorpor¬ 

ating the strengths of both 

methods. 

The author begins with the 

identification of principles 

which, despite differences in 

terminology, are held in com¬ 

mon by most twentieth-century 

linguists. He shows the implica¬ 

tions, merits, and shortcomings 

of the major schools of linguistic 

thought, as well as the tech¬ 

niques one can use in gathering 

data. Ranging over a wide variety 

of international linguistic think¬ 

ing, Mahmoudian takes up the 

question of what he calls experi¬ 

mentation, or the extent to 

which the application of certain 

linguistic theories have validity 

in constructing models. 

Simultaneously a survey of the 

current state of linguistic theory 

and a case for the necessity of 

empirical verification in linguis¬ 

tics, Modern Theories of Language 

builds a bridge across the gulf 

between many long-standing 

conflicts in the theory of lan¬ 

guage. Accessibly written, this 

provocative work predicts future 

theoretical and epistemological 

AMERICAN STUDIES 

developments and will prove 

essential reading for students and 

scholars of linguistics, as well as 

specialists in cognitive psychol¬ 

og)' and Romance languages. 

Morteza Mahmoudian is Profes¬ 

sor of General Linguistics at the 

Universite de Lausanne. He is the 

author of Les modalites nominales 

en fran^ais and La Linguistique. 

Sound and Meaning: The Roman 

Jakobson Series in Linguistics 

and Poetics 

248 pages, 8 figures, 6 tables 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1278-6 

cloth, $39.95 
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Also available in Sound 

and Meaning 

Jakobsonian Poetics 

and Slavic Narrative: From 

Pushkin to Solzhenitsyn 

Krystyna Pomorska 

Edited by Henryk Baran 

1992. 360 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1233-6 

cloth, $45.00 

What Makes Sound Patterns 

Expressive? The Poetic Mode 

of Speech Perception 

Reuven Tsur 

1992. 216 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1170-4 

paper, $16.50 

isbn 0-8223-1164-x 

library cloth edition, $32.50 

Markedness Theory: The 

Union of Asymmetry and 

Semiosis in Language 

Edna Andrews 

1990. 232 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0959-9 

cloth, $39.50 

Poe’s Pym: Critical 

Explorations 

Richard Kopley, editor 

“The interpreter’s dream-text,” as 

one critic called Edgar Allan 

Poe’s The Narrative of Arthur 

Gordon Pym, has prompted 

critical approaches almost as 

varied as the experiences it 

chronicles. This is the first book 

to deal exclusively with Pym, 

Poe’s longest fictional work and 

in many ways his most ambi¬ 

tious. Here leading Poe scholars 

provide solutions and interpreta¬ 

tions for many challenging 

enigmas in this mysterious novel. 

The product of a decade of 

research and planning, Poe’s 

“Pym” offers a factual basis for 

some of the most fantastic 

elements in the novel and uncov¬ 

ers surprising connections be¬ 

tween Poe’s text and exploration 

literature, nautical lore, 

Arthurian narrative, nineteenth- 

century journalism, Moby-Dick, 

and other writings. Representing 

a rich cross-section of current 

modes of literary study—from 

source study to psychoanalytic 

criticism to new historicism— 

these sixteen essays probe issues 

such as literary influence, the 

limits of language, racism, the 

Holocaust, prolonged mourning, 

and the structure of the human 

mind. Poe’s “Pym” will be an 

invaluable resource for students 

of both contemporary criticism 

and nineteenth-century Ameri¬ 

can culture. 

Contributors. John Barth, Susan 

F. Beegel, J. Lasley Dameron, 

Grace Farrell, Alexander 

Hammond, David H. Hirsch, 

John T. Irwin, J. Gerald Kennedy, 

David Ketterer, Joan Tyler Mead, 

Joseph J. Moldenhauer, Carol 

Peirce, Burton R. Pollin, 

Alexander G. Rose III, John 
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Carlos Rowe, G. R. Thompson, 

Bruce I. Weiner 

Richard Kopley is Associate Pro¬ 

fessor of English at the Pennsylva¬ 

nia State University, DuBois 

Campus. 

304 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1246-8 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1235-2 

library cloth edition, $39.95 
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Classical Hollywood 

Narrative: The 
Paradigm Wars 

lane Gaines, editor 

Since the 1970s film studies has 

been dominated by a basic para¬ 

digm—the concept of classical 

Hollywood cinema—that is, the 

protagonist-driven narrative, 

valued for the way it achieves 

closure by neatly answering all of 

the enigmas it raises. It has been 

held to be a form so powerful that 

its aesthetic devices reinforce 

gender positions in society. In a 

variety of ways, the essays col¬ 

lected here—representing the 

work of some of the most innova¬ 

tive theorists writing today— 

challenge this paradigm. 

Significantly expanded from a 

special issue of South Atlantic 

Quarterly (Spring 1989), these 

essays confront the extent to 

which formalism has continued 

to dominate film theory, reexam¬ 

ine the role of melodrama in 

cinematic development, revise 

notions of “patriarchal cinema,” 

and assert the importance of 

television and video to cinema 

studies. A range of topics is dis¬ 

cussed, from the films of D. W. 

Griffith to sexuality in avant- 

garde film to television’s Dynasty. 

Classical Hollywood Narrative 

invites students of film, televi¬ 

sion, and video to reevaluate the 

basic tenets of the field and 

introduces film studies to literary 

scholars. 

Contributors. Rick Altman, 

Richard Dienst, Jane Feuer, Jane 

Gaines, Christine Gledhill, 

Miriam Hansen, Norman N. 

Holland, Fredric Jameson, Bill 

Nichols, Janey Staiger, Chris 

Straayer, John O. Thompson 

Jane Gaines is Associate Profes¬ 

sor of English and Fiterature and 

Director of the Film and Video 

Program at Duke University. She 

is the author of Contested Cul¬ 

ture: The Image, the Voice, and 

the Law. 

360 pages, 10 illustrations 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1299-9 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1276-x 

library cloth edition, $45.00 
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Feminism and 

Postmodernism 

Margaret W. Ferguson and 

Jennifer Wicke, editors 

Looking at feminism through 

postmodernism and 

postmodernism through femi¬ 

nism, the essays in this volume 

bring together two areas of 

contemporary concern more 

often in political conflict than in 

practical concert. The range of 

cultural topics addressed cross 

political, disciplinary, national, 

and linguistic boundaries, 

bridging theory and practice 

and providing cutting-edge 

analysis. 

The articles collected here 

engage with feminist legal stud¬ 

ies, theories of the body, ques¬ 

tions of gender and representa¬ 

tion, the Western literary canon, 

and cultural products such as 

Madonna’s “Like a Prayer” 

video. Contributors here com¬ 

ment on different transglobal 

political issues from Egypt to 

Ireland, including abortion 

rights, environmentalism, and 

prostitution. 

In mapping the boundaries 

between postmodernism and 

feminism, this volume envisions 

a new terrain of materialist 

feminist politics. These essays 

identify the challenges that the 

fragmentation of the categories 

of gender, class, race, sexuality, 

ethnicity, and religion bring to 

coalitions built on singular 

political identities, including that 

of “woman” or “feminist.” At the 

same time the authors welcome 

these challenges, which occasion 

fresh possibilities for political 

alignments and claim multiple 

new sites for feminism. 

Contributors. Claire Detels, Carla 

Freccero, Marjorie Garber, Bar¬ 

bara Harlow, Laura E. Lyons, 

Anne McClintock, Toril Moi, 

Linda Nicholson, Mary Poovey, 

Andrew Ross, Kathryn Bond 

Stockton, Jennifer Wicke 

Margaret W. Ferguson is Profes¬ 

sor of English and Comparative 

Literature at the University of 

Colorado. Jennifer Wicke is 

Associate Professor of English 

and Comparative Literature at 

Yale University. 

A special issue of boundary 2 

Vol. 19, No. 2 (Summer 1992) 

210 pages 

paper, $14.00 

SEPTEMBER 
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1492-1992: American 
Indian Persistence 

and Resurgence 

Karl Kroeber, editor 

Jarold Ramsey, Edward H. Spicer, 

Gerald Vizenor, Priscilla Wald 

Karl Kroeber is Mellon Professor 

in the Humanities at Columbia 

University and the editor emeri¬ 

tus of Studies of American Indian 

Literatures. His most recent book 

is Retelling/Rereading: The Fate of 

Storytelling in Modern Times. 

A special issue of boundary 2 

Vol. 19, No. 3 

225 pages, paper, $14.00 

DECEMBER 

A different sort of “quincen- 

tennial volume,” this study cel¬ 

ebrates the resurgence of Native 

Americans within the United 

States cultural landscape. During 

the past quarter century, the 

Native American population in 

the United States has seen an 

astonishing demographic growth 

reaching beyond all biological 

probability: increasing numbers 

of Americans desire to admit, or 

to claim, Native American 

ancestry. This collection 

illustrates the character of this 

unique moment in history, when 

Old World immigrants seek to 

align themselves with self-asser¬ 

tive New Worlders. 

Diverse commentators, including 

literary critics, anthropologists, 

ethnohistorians, and novelists, 

address persistent issues 

Native Americans and Native 

American studies today: the 

future of White-Indian rela¬ 

tions, the viability of Pan- 

Indianism, tensions be¬ 

tween Native Americans 

and North American anthro¬ 

pologists, and developments in 

ethno-history. The survival of 

Native Americans as recorded in 

this collection brings into focus 

the dynamically adaptive values of 

Native American culture. Native 

Americans’s persistence in U.S. 

culture—not disappearing under 

the pressure to assimilate or 

through genocidal warfare— 

reminds us to what a large degree 

any living culture is defined by 

the process of transformation. 

Contributors. Jonathan Boyarin, 

Raymond J. DeMallie, Elaine 

Jahner, Karl Kroeber, William 

Overstreet, Douglas R. Parks, 

In addition to these special 

issues of boundary 2, Duke 

University Press journals in 

literary, cultural, and American 

studies are available to book¬ 

stores by standing order and to 

individuals by subscription. 

boundary 2 

an international journal of 

literature and culture 

Paul A. Bove, editor 

Three issues annually, current 

volume 19 

Subscription prices for 1992: 

$40 institutions, $20 individuals. 

Single issues $14. Add $6 for 

postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0190-3659 

SAQ 

South Atlantic Quarterly 

Frank Lentricchia, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 91 

Subscription prices for 1992: 

$40 institutions, $20 individuals. 

Single issues $ 10. Add $8 for 

postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0038-2876 

American Literature 

A Journal of Literary History, 

Criticism, and Bibliography 

Cathy N. Davidson, editor 

Michael Moon, associate editor 

Quarterly, current volume 64 

Subscription prices for 1992: 

$44 institutions, $24 individuals, 

$ 12 students, $24 secondary 

schools. Single issues $11. Add 

$8 for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0002-9831 

For a complete listing of Duke 

University Press journals see 

page 30. 



ANTHROPOLOGY 

Rereading Cultural 
Anthropology 

George E. Marcus, editor 

During its first six years (1986- 

1991), the journal Cultural An¬ 

thropology provided a unique 

forum for registering the lively 

traffic between anthropology and 

the emergent arena of cultural 

studies. The nineteen essays 

collected in Rereading Cultural 

Anthropology, all of which origi¬ 

nally appeared in the journal, 

capture the range of approaches, 

internal critiques, and new 

questions that characterized the 

study of anthropology in the 

1980s and that set the agenda for 

the present. 

Drawing together work by both 

younger and well-established 

scholars, this volume reveals 

various influences in the remak¬ 

ing of traditions of ethnographic 

work in anthropology: feminist 

studies, poststructuralism, cul¬ 

tural critiques, and disciplinary 

challenges to established bound¬ 

aries between the social sciences 

and humanities. Moving from 

critiques of anthropological 

representation and practices to 

modes of political awareness and 

experiments in writing, this 

collection offers systematic 

access to what is now understood 

to be a fundamental shift in 

anthropology (still ongoing) 

toward engagement with the 

broader interdisciplinary stream 

of cultural studies. 

Contributors. Arjun Appadurai, 

Keith H. Basso, David B. Coplan, 

Vincent Crapanzano, Faye 

Ginsburg, George E. Marcus, 

Enrique Mayer, Fred Meyers, 

Alcida R. Ramos, John Russell, 

Melford E. Spiro, Orin Starn, 

Kathleen Stewart, Ted 

Swedenburg, Michael Taussig, 

Julie Taylor, Robert Thornton, 

Stephen A. Tyler, Geoffrey M. 

White 

George E. Marcus, Chair of the 

Department of Anthropology at 

Rice University, is the author 

(with Michael Fischer) of An¬ 

thropology as Cultural Critique 

and editor (with James Clifford) 

of Writing Culture. He was editor 

of the journal Cultural Anthro¬ 

pology from 1986 to 1991. 

375 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1297-2 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8233-1279-4 

library cloth edition, $44.95 

DECEMBER 

New in Paperback 

Person and Myth: 
Maurice Leenhardt 

in the Melanesian 

World 

James Clifford 

Originally published in 1982, 

James Cliffords analytical biog¬ 

raphy of Maurice Leenhardt 

(1878-1954)—missionary, an¬ 

thropologist, founder of French 

Oceanic studies, historian of 

religion, and colonial reformer— 

received wide critical acclaim for 

its insight into the colonial 

history of anthropology. Draw¬ 

ing extensively on unpublished 

letters and journals, Clifford 

traces Leenhardt’s life from his 

work as a missionary on the 

island of New Caledonia (1902- 

1926) to his subsequent return to 

Paris, where he became an aca¬ 

demic anthropologist at the 

Ecole Practique des Hautes 

Etudes. There he followed Marcel 

Mauss and was succeeded in 1951 

by Claude Levi-Strauss. Clifford 

sees in Leenhardt’s career a 

foreshadowing of contemporary 

anthropological concerns with 

reflexivity, cultural hybridity, and 

colonial and postcolonial en¬ 

tanglements. 

“James Clifford’s magisterial 

biography should make 

Leenhardt as familiar to us as any 

other founding father.”— 

Michael W. Young, Oceania 

“[A] superlative biography.... 

One is not likely to find a better 

critical synthesis than James 

Clifford’s study of myth’s per¬ 

sonification in one person’s 

myth.”—Roy Wagner, American 

Anthropologist 

James Clifford, Professor in the 

History of Consciousness Pro¬ 

gram at the University of Califor¬ 

nia, Santa Cruz, is the author of 

The Predicament of Culture and 

coeditor (with George Marcus) 

of Writing Culture. 

288 pages, 20 photographs, 1 map 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1264-6 

paper, $14.95 

OCTOBER 

New in Paperback 

The Fame of Gawa: 

A Symbolic Study 

of Value Transfor¬ 
mation in a Massim 

(Papua New Guinea) 

Society 

Nancy D. Munn 

This new printing of the criti¬ 

cally acclaimed The Fame of 

Gawa—originally published in 

1986—makes this important 

work available for the first time 

in paperback. The Fame of Gawa 

is concerned with fundamental 

practices of value creation on 

Gawa, a small island off the 

southeast coast of mainland 

Papua New Guinea, the inhabit¬ 

ants of which participate in the 

long-distance kula shell exchange 

ring. Integrating various aspects 

of the study of society and cul¬ 

ture—including the sociocul¬ 

tural construction of space and 

time, self-other relations and the 

body, and moral and political 

problems of hierarchy and equal¬ 

ity—-Nancy D. Munn shows that 

it is through achieving fame in 

the wider inter-island world that 

the Gawan community asserts its 

own internal viability. 

“This is an almost ideal 

realisation of the twin aims of 

anthropology and ethnographic 

writing.... It coordinates a 

number of contemporary issues 

in anthropology.”—Marilyn 

Strathern, Man 

“The Fame of Gawa will sit com¬ 

fortably on the shelf alongside— 

or perhaps even replace— 

Malinowski’s Argonauts of the 

Western Pacific as a classic of 

anthropology.... [Munn’s book] 

... masterfully integrates cul¬ 

tural analysis with detailed eth¬ 

nography.”—Miriam Kahn, 

American Anthropologist 

Nancy D. Munn is Professor of 

Anthropology at the University 

of Chicago. 

Lewis Henry Morgan 

Lecture Series 

252 pages, 5 line drawings, 

16 photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1270-0 

paper, $16.95 
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 

Announcing the Inaugural 

Volume in a New Series 

Latin America 

in Translation/ 

En Traduccion/ 

Em Tradu^ao 

A project of the 

Duke/University of 

North Carolina Program in 

Latin American Studies 

Repression, Exile, 

and Democracy: 

Uruguayan Culture 

Saul Sosnowski and 

Louise B. Popkin, editors 

Translated by Louise B. Popkin 

Repression, Exile, and Democracy, 

translated from the Spanish, is 

the first work to examine the 

impact of dictatorship on Uru¬ 

guayan culture. Some of 

Uruguay’s best-known poets, 

writers of fiction, playwrights, 

literary critics, and social scien¬ 

tists participate in this multidis¬ 

ciplinary study, analyzing how 

varying cultural expressions have 

been affected by conditions of 

censorship, exile and “insilio” 

(internal exile), torture, and 

death. 

The first section provides a 

context for the volume, with its 

analyses of the historical, politi¬ 

cal, and social aspects of the 

Uruguayan experience. The 

following chapters explore vari¬ 

ous aspects of cultural produc¬ 

tion, including personal experi¬ 

ences of exile and imprisonment, 

popular music, censorship, 

literary criticism, return from 

exile, and the role that culture 

plays in redemocratization. 

This book’s appeal extends well 

beyond the study of Uruguay to 

scholars and students of the 

history and culture of other 

Latin American nations, as well 

as to fields of comparative litera¬ 

ture and politics in general. 

Contributors. Hugo Achugar, 

Alvarro Barros-Lemez, Lisa 

Block de Behar, Amanda 

Berenguer, Hiber Conteris, Jose 

Pedro Diaz, Eduardo Galeano, 

Edy Kaufman, Leo Masliah, 

Carina Perelli, Teresa 

Porzecanski, Juan Rial, Mauricio 

Rosencof, Jorge Ruffinelli, Saul 

Sosnowski, Martin Weinstein, 

Ruben Yanez 

Saul Sosnowski is Chair of the 

Department of Spanish and 

Portuguese and Director of the 

Latin American Studies Center at 

the University of Maryland. 

Louise B. Popkin is a translator 

and lecturer in Spanish at the 

Harvard University Division of 

Continuing Education. 

272 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1268-9 

paper, $17.95 

isbn 0-8223-1258-1 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

DECEMBER 
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SOVIET & POST-SOVIET STUDIES 

Developments in 
Soviet and Post- 

Soviet Politics 

Second Edition 

Stephen White, Alex Pravda, 

and Zvi Gitelman, editors 

Developments in Soviet and Post- 

Soviet Politics offers a compre¬ 

hensively revised and updated 

edition of the critically acclaimed 

Developments in Soviet Politics. 

Rewritten since the resignation 

of Mikhail Gorbachev, this 

timely edition focuses on the 

question of defining and under¬ 

standing “post-Soviet” politics. 

The contributors analyze key 

institutions and policy processes 

in the new political systems 

emerging after Gorbachev’s 

resignation and the establish¬ 

ment of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States. Various 

topics discussed include chang¬ 

ing leadership, party and state 

institutions, patterns of partici¬ 

pation, the legal system, and 

social, economic, and foreign 

policymaking. This volume 

highlights the problems of 

governability at all levels posed 

by the development of mass 

politics—especially in its ethnic 

and nationalist forms—and 

concludes by presenting con¬ 

trasting views on the future of 

the post-Soviet system and how 

it can best be understood. 

Contributors. David Wedgwood 

Benn, Mary Buckley, William E. 

Butler, Alfred B. Evans, Jr., Zvi 

Gitelman, Jeffrey W. Hahn, 

Ronald J. Hill, David Mandel, 

Alex Pravda, Thomas F. 

Remington, T. H. Rigby, Peter 

Rutland, Stephen White, John P. 

Willerton 

Stephen White is Professor of 

Politics at the University of 

Glasgow. Alex Pravda is Fellow of 

St. Antony’s College and Lecturer 

in Soviet and East European 

Politics at Oxford University. Zvi 

Gitelman is Professor of Political 

Science and Tisch Professor of 

Judaic Studies at the University 

of Michigan at Ann Arbor. 

348 pages 

5V2 x 8V2 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1267-0 

paper, $19.95 

isbn 0-8223-1259-x 

cloth, $55.00 

AUGUST 

Rights: U.S. only 

A Foreign Policy 

in Transition: 

Moscow’s Retreat 

from Central 

America and the 

Caribbean, 

1985-1992 

Jan S. Adams 

During his years of leadership in 

the Soviet Union, Mikhail 

Gorbachev initiated revolution¬ 

ary changes in that country’s 

foreign and domestic policies. A 

Foreign Policy in Transition charts 

the changing Soviet policies 

toward Central America and the 

Caribbean during the Gorbachev 

years, examines the effects of 

these policies on individual 

countries, and looks to the role 

that Russia and the other Soviet- 

successor states will play in this 

region in the 1990s. 

Jan S. Adams analyzes the factors 

shaping Gorbachev’s foreign 

policy in Central America by 

surveying Soviet political views 

old and new, by describing 

Gorbachev’s bold restructuring 

of the Soviet foreign policy 

establishment, and by assessing 

the implications of his policy of 

perestroika. A series of country 

studies demonstrates how 

changes in Soviet policies and 

domestic and economic circum¬ 

stances contributed to significant 

shifts in the internal conditions 

and external relations of the 

Central American and Caribbean 

nations. Adams discusses in 

detail such topics as the reduc¬ 

tion of Soviet military and eco¬ 

nomic aid to the region and 

pressures exerted by Moscow on 

client states to effect the settle¬ 

ment of regional conflicts by 

political rather than military 

means. 

The author concludes by specu¬ 

lating about which trends in 

Central American and Caribbean 

foreign policy by Russia and 

other Soviet-successor states may 

persist in the post-Soviet period, 

discussing the implications of 

these changes for future U.S. 

policy in the region. 

Jan S. Adams is Director Emeri¬ 

tus, University Center for Inter¬ 

national Studies and Faculty 

Associate, Mershon Center, Ohio 

State University. 

240 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1293-x 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1256-5 

library cloth edition, $39.95 
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Protestantism and 

Politics in Eastern 

Europe and Russia: 

The Communist and 

Post-Communist 

Eras 

Sabrina Petra Ramet, editor 

Coming at a time of enormous 

transformations in the one-time 

Communist bloc, this volume 

provides a much-needed per¬ 

spective on the significance of 

church-state relations in the 

renaissance of civil society in the 

region. The essays collected here 

accentuate the peculiarly politi¬ 

cal character of Protestantism 

within Communist systems. 

With few identifiable leaders, a 

multiplicity of denominations, 

and a tendency away from hier¬ 

archical structures, the Protes¬ 

tant churches present a remark¬ 

ably diverse pattern of church- 

state relations. Consequently, the 

longtime coexistence of Protes¬ 

tantism and Communism in 

Eastern Europe and the former 

Soviet Union affords numerous 

examples of political accommo¬ 

dation and theological adapta¬ 

tion that both reflect and fore¬ 

shadow the dramatic changes of 

the 1990s. 

Based on extensive field research, 

including interviews with 

notable figures in the Protestant 

churches in the region, the essays 

in this volume address broad 

topics such as the church’s in¬ 

volvement in environmentalism, 

pacifism, and other dissident 

movements, as well as issues 

particular to Russia, Poland, 

Czechoslovakia, East Germany 

(1949-1989), Hungary, Yugoslavia 

(1945-1991), Bulgaria, and Roma¬ 

nia. The final book in the three- 

volume work “Christianity 

Under Stress,” Protestantism and 

Politics in Eastern Europe and 

Russia will prove invaluable to 

anyone hoping to understand 

not only the workings of religion 

under Communism, but the 

historical and contemporary 

interactions of church and state 

in general. 

Contributors. Paul Bock, 

Lawrence Klippenstein, Paul 

Mojzes, Earl A. Pope, Joseph 

Pungur, Sabrina Petra Ramet, 

Walter Sawatsky, N. Gerald 

Shenk, Gerd Strieker, Sape A. 

Zylstra 

Sabrina Petra Ramet, Associate 

Professor of International Stud¬ 

ies at the University of Washing¬ 

ton, is the author and editor of 

numerous books, including 

Eastern Christianity and Politics 

in the Twentieth Century, Ca¬ 

tholicism and Politics in Commu¬ 

nist Societies, Religion and Na¬ 

tionalism in Soviet and East 

European Politics, and Social 

Currents in Eastern Europe, all of 

which are published by Duke 

University Press. 

408 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1241-7 

cloth, $39.95 

DECEMBER 

Also available in 

“Christianity Under Stress” 

Eastern Christianity and 

Politics in the Twentieth 

Century 

1988. 471 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0827-4 

cloth, $49.95 

Catholicism and Politics in 

Communist Societies 

1990. 463 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1047-3 

paper, $21.95 

isbn 0-8223-1010-4 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

See also page 7 

Conversations in Exile: 

Russian Writers Abroad 

John Glad, editor 

Interviews Translated by 

Richard and Joanna Rubin 
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HISTORY 

Utter Antiquity: 

Perceptions of 
Prehistory in 

Renaissance 
England 

Arthur B. Ferguson 

Historians know a great deal 

about how English thinkers of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centu¬ 

ries saw the “documentable” past, 

but relatively little about how they 

perceived times stretching back 

beyond history. Arthur B. 

Ferguson shows in this elegant 

essay that prehistory had great 

meaning in Renaissance England. 

Commentators of various sorts— 

from poets to antiquaries— 

looked to the most distant past for 

the vanishing point that would 

perfect their historical perspective 

and orient them in an age of 

increasing change. In this pursuit 

they often had to let imagination 

serve the purposes of interpreta¬ 

tion. Though largely speculative, 

their efforts reveal much about 

the intellectual life of Renaissance 

England. 

Since the Bible left little room for 

speculation on prehistory—in fact 

no room at all for the concept 

itself—Utter Antiquity concen¬ 

trates on myth and legend outside 

of the biblical context and on 

those who conjured prehistory 

out of these sources. A subtle 

conflict between belief and skepti¬ 

cism emerges from these pages, as 

Ferguson reveals how some Re¬ 

naissance writers struggled with 

ancient explanations that flouted 

reason and experience, while 

others sidestepped such doubts by 

relating prehistory to man’s social 

evolution. By isolating and ana¬ 

lyzing topics such as skepticism, 

rationalism, and poetic history, 

Ferguson illuminates the devel¬ 

opment of historical conscious¬ 

ness in early modern England. 

His accessible and eloquent study 

contributes significantly to an 

understanding of the Renais¬ 

sance mind and intellectual 

history in general. 

Arthur B. Ferguson is Professor 

of History, Emeritus at Duke 

University. His many books 

include Clio Unbound: Perception 

of the Social and Cultural Past in 

Renaissance England (Duke) 

and The Chivalric Tradition in 

Renaissance England. 

Duke Monographs in Medieval 

and Renaissance Studies #13 

168 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1275-1 

cloth, $24.95 

DECEMBER 

See also page 13 

Commentary and Ideology: 
Dante in the Renaissance 
Deborah Parker 
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MUSIC 

Richard Strauss: 
New Perspectives 

on the Composer 

and His Work 

Bryan Gilliam, editor 

This first English-language 

volume of musicological essays 

on Richard Strauss places the 

German composer in the musical 

mainstream and situates him 

among the most influential 

composers of the late-nineteenth 

and early-twentieth centuries. 

Comprehensive and interdisci¬ 

plinary in approach, this volume 

examines Strauss’s life and work 

from a number of approaches 

and during various periods of his 

eighty-five year creative life, a 

career that spanned one of the 

most remarkable stretches of 

modern German cultural and 

political history. The contribu¬ 

tors discuss Strauss as a young 

composer steeped in a conserva¬ 

tive instrumental tradition: as a 

brash, young, modernist tone 

poet of the 1890s; as an impor¬ 

tant composer of twentieth- 

century German opera; and as a 

cultural icon manipulated by the 

national socialists during the 

1930s and early 1940s. Other 

essays compare Strauss and such 

contemporaries as Mahler and 

discuss recently discovered 

sources that shed important light 

on Strauss’s late period of com¬ 

position. 

Richard Strauss: New Perspectives 

on the Composer and His Work 

will be of interest to Strauss 

scholars, musicologists, and 

those interested in the artistic 

and cultural life of Germany 

from 1880 through World War II. 

Contributors. Kofi Agawu, 

Gunter Brosche, Bryan Gilliam, 

Stephen E. Elefling, James 

Hepokoski, Timothy Jackson, 

Lewis Lockwood, Barbara A. 

Petersen, Pamela M. Potter, 

Reinhold Schlotterer, R. Larry 

Todd 

Bryan Gilliam, Assistant Profes¬ 

sor of Music at Duke University, 

is the author of Richard Strauss’s 

Elektra. 

Sources of Music and Their Inter¬ 

pretation: Duke Studies in Music 

296 pages, 109 musical examples 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1207-7 

cloth, $34.95 

NOVEMBER 

Of related interest 

Duke University Press jour¬ 

nals in music are available to 

bookstores by standing order 

and to individuals by subscrip¬ 

tion. 

The Opera Quarterly 

Bruce Burroughs, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 9 

Subscription prices for 1992: 

$48 institutions, $36 individu¬ 

als. Single issues $12. Add $8 

for postage outside the U.S. 

ISSN 0736-0053 

Black Sacred Music 

A Journal of Theomusicology 

Jon Michael Spencer, editor 

Semiannual, current volume 6 

Subscription prices for 1992: 

$30 institutions, $15 individu¬ 

als. Single current issue $10. 

Add $4 for postage outside 

the U.S. 

ISSN 1043-9455 

For a complete listing of 

Duke University Press jour¬ 

nals see page 30. 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Developments in 
German Politics 

Gordon Smith, William E. 
Paterson, Peter H. Merkl, and 
Stephen Padgett, editors 

The process of reunification of 
East and West Germany set in 
motion by the revolutionary 
changes of the fall of 1989 has 
occurred at breathtaking speed, 
leaving observers and scholars 
worldwide stunned. In Develop¬ 
ments in German Politics expert 
contributors offer a timely and 
wide-ranging examination of key 
issues facing Germany in the 
1990s. Superseding a previous 
volume, Developments in West 
German Politics, this new edition 
revises and updates that earlier 
work by focusing on the effects 
and consequences of German 
unification. 

Part I discusses the nature of the 
unified state, electoral behavior, 
the “new” party system, and 
changing territorial balances. 
Part II looks at Germany’s new 
international position through 

analyses of foreign policy, 
security policy, and Germany’s 
relationship to the European 
Community. Part III examines 
economic, social, and environ¬ 
mental policy, and a final section 
addresses questions of immigra¬ 
tion and the labor market, 
women, and a new German 

identity. 

Of crucial importance to scholars 
and students of German politics 
and society, as well as those 
interested in European politics, 
Developments in German Politics 
provides much-needed analysis 
for understanding a rapidly 
changing world. 

Contributors. Russell J. Dalton, 
Josef Esser, Christopher 
Flockton, Adrian Hyde-Price, 

Emil J. Kirchner, Eva Kolinsky, 
Hans-Werner Lohneis, Steen 
Mangen, Barbara Marshall, Peter 
H. Merkl, Stephen Padgett, 
William E. Paterson, Peter 
Pulzer, Eckard Rehbinder, Gor¬ 
don Smith, Roland Sturm 

Gordon Smith is Professor of 
Government at the London 
School of Economics. William E. 
Paterson is Salvesen Professor of 
European Studies and Director 
of the Europa Center at the 
University of Edinburgh. Peter 
H. Merkl is Professor of Political 
Science at the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
Stephen Padgett is Jean Monet 
Lecturer in Government at the 
University of Essex. 

368 pages 
5V2 x 8V2 trim size 
isbn 0-8223-1266-2 

paper, $19.95 
isbn 0-8223-1260-3 
cloth, $55.00 
AUGUST 

Rights: U.S. only 

Toward a History 

of Game Theory 

E. Roy Weintraub, editor 

During the 1940s “game theory” 
emerged from the fields of math¬ 
ematics and economics to pro¬ 
vide a revolutionary new method 
of analysis. Today game theory 
provides a language for discuss¬ 
ing conflict and cooperation not 
only for economists, but also for 
business analysts, sociologists, 
war planners, international 
relations theorists, and evolu¬ 
tionary biologists. Toward a 
History of Game Theory offers the 
first history of the development, 
reception, and dissemination of 
this crucial theory. 

Drawing on interviews with 
original members of the game 
theory community and on the 

Morgenstern diaries, the first 
section of the book examines 
early work in game theory. It 
focuses on the groundbreaking 
role of the von Neumann- 
Morgenstern collaborative work, 
The Theory of Games and Eco¬ 
nomic Behavior (1944). The 
second section recounts the 
reception of this new theory, 
revealing just how game theory 
made its way into the literatures 
of the time and thus became 
known among relevant commu¬ 
nities of scholars. The contribu¬ 
tors explore how game theory 
became a wedge in opening up 
the social sciences to mathemati¬ 
cal tools. They use the personal 
recollections of scholars who 
taught at Michigan and 
Princeton in the late 1940s to 
show why the theory captivated 
those practitioners now consid¬ 
ered to be “giants” in the field. 
The final section traces the flow 
of the ideas of game theory into 
political science, operations 
research, and experimental 
economics. 

Contributors. Mary Ann Dimand, 
Robert W. Dimand, Robert J. 
Leonard, Philip Mirowski, An¬ 
gela M. O’Rand, Howard Raiffa, 
Urs Rellstab, Robin E. Rider, 
William H. Riker, Andrew 
Schotter, Martin Shubik, Vernon 
L. Smith 

E. Roy Weintraub, Professor of 
Economics at Duke University, 
is the author of numerous books, 
including Stabilizing Dynamics 
and General Equilibrium 
Analysis. 

This volume is the 1992 Annual 
Supplement to the journal His¬ 
tory of Political Economy. All 1992 
subscribers to the journal will 
receive a copy of this book as 
part of their annual subscription. 

320 pages 
isbn 0-8223-1253-0 
cloth, $35.00 
NOVEMBER 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

Origins of the 

National Forests 

Harold K. Steen, editor 

The national forests lay across 

America’s diverse ecological and 

political geography, their 191 

million acres occupying about 10 

percent of the nation’s land base. 

On the occasion of the centen¬ 

nial of the National Forest Sys¬ 

tem, Origins of the National 

Forests examines the issues that 

have confronted the develop¬ 

ment, management, and use of 

the national forests since their 

inception in 1891. 

The national forests are a major 

source of wood, water, minerals, 

forage, animal life and habitat, 

and wilderness. Yet questions of 

who controls and who benefits 

from the resources have posed 

problems and conflicts from the 

origins of the Forest Service to 

the present. Based on a 1991 

Forest History Society confer¬ 

ence, the essays collected here 

discuss a range of important 

topics surrounding our national 

forests, including the relation¬ 

ship between the federal and 

state systems that regulate the 

forests; the privately owned lands 

within the forests that are gov¬ 

erned by federal statutes, state 

laws, and county ordinances; the 

ill-defined rights of those who 

lived on the land long before it 

was a national forest and were 

forced off the land; and the effect 

of early policymaking decisions 

made within the framework of 

the emerging conservation 

movement. 

Origins of the National Forest will 

be of interest to scholars and 

students in forest and environ¬ 

mental history, land manage¬ 

ment, and environmental 

studies. 

Contributors: Ron Arnold, 

Pamela A. Conners, Mary S. 

Culpin, Stanley Dempsey, Peter 

Gillis, Donn E. Headley, Robert 

L. Hendricks, Stephen Larrabee, 

Patricia Nelson Limerick, Dennis 

L. Lynch, Michael McCarthy, 

Char Miller, Joseph A. Miller, 

James Muhn, Kevin Palmer, 

Donald Pisani, John F. Reiger, 

William Rowley, Michael Ryan, 

William E. Shands, Harold K. 

Steen, Richard White, Gerald W. 

Williams 

Harold K. Steen is Executive 

Director of the Forest History 

Society affiliated with Duke 

University. 

Distributed for the Forest 

History Society 

334 pages 

ISBN 0-8223-1272-7 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1252-2 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

AVAILABLE 

Changing Pacific 

Forests: Historical 

Perspectives on 

the Pacific Basin 

Forest Economy 

John Dargavel and Richard P. 

Tucker, editors 

Changing Pacific Forests examines 

the forest-related economy of the 

Pacific Basin—including Japan, 

Malaysia, New Zealand, China, 

and the Philippines—from a 

historical perspective. 

Drawing on a 1991 conference in 

Honolulu sponsored by the 

Forest History Society and the 

International Union of Forestry 

Research Organizations, these 

papers address a range of topics 

related to the changing Pacific 

forests, including the remnants 

of colonialism, the emergence of 

the Third World, people and 

resources caught in the middle 

of policy decisions, land man¬ 

agement, national forests, and 

subsistence use of the forest by 

indigenous peoples. Essays also 

explore macroeconomic theories 

of international trade and the 

interests of the United States and 

the former Soviet Union in the 

economic health of the region. 

Changing Pacific Forests will be 

of interest to scholars of the 

economy and environment of 

the Pacific Basin as well as of 

land management and the his¬ 

tory of land use in general. 

Contributors. Charles S. 

Backman, Thomas R. Cox, John 

Dargavel, Elizabeth Flint, Lim 

Hin Fui, G. R. Henning, Ken¬ 

neth E. Jackson, Hiroaki 

Kakizawa, Nicholas K. Menzies, 

Andrew Price, John F. Richards, 

Jr., M. M. Roche, I. Gustin M. 

Tantra, Conrad Totman, Richard 

P. Tucker, Thomas R. Waggener 

John Dargavel is Senior Research 

Fellow at the Australian National 

University. Richard P. Tucker is 

Professor of History at Oakland 

University and Adjunct Professor 

in the School of Natural Re¬ 

sources at the University of 

Michigan. 

Distributed for the Forest 

History Society 

235 pages 

ISBN 0-8223-1263-8 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1262-x 

library cloth edition, $29.95 
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See also page 4 

Green Delusions: An 

Environmentalist Critique of 

Radical Environmentalism 

Martin W. Lewis 
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LIVING WITH THE SHORE 

Living 

with the Shore 

A Series Edited 

by Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr. 

and William J. Neal 

Sponsored by the 

National Audubon 

Society 

About the Series 

“America’s foremost philosopher 

of the beaches, the sea bottoms 

and the coastal sands [Orrin 

Pilkey] ... is challenging some 

long-held notions about the ways 

in which people use and main¬ 

tain beaches. A decade ago, when 

he began warning of the dangers 

of‘beach degradation,’ he found 

little public support. Today, as 

concern for our shore environ¬ 

ment grows, people are listen¬ 

ing.”—Barnard L. Collier, The 

New York Times Magazine 

“Duke University Press has 

published a series, Living with the 

Shore, to educate the determined 

shore dweller. Maps show what is 

happening on each stretch of 

beach, in enough detail to cover 

specific homesites. The books 

offer guidelines for buying and 

building at the shore. They list 

federal, state, and local agencies 

that are involved in coastal devel¬ 

opment, as well as give up-to- 

date information on laws that 

regulate land use.”—Kelly 

Walker, Forbes 

Available in the Series 

The Beaches Are Moving: 

The Drowning of 

America’s Shoreline 

Wallace Kaufman and 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr. 

1983.346 pages. 5 x 8 

isbn 0-8223-0574-7 

paper, $i2.95tr 

Living with the Alabama- 

Mississippi Shore 

Wayne F. Canis, et al. 

1985. 232 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0511-9 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0510-0 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Living with the 

California Coast 

Gary Griggs and Lauret Savoy 

1985.415 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0633-6 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0632-8 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

Living with the Chesapeake 

Bay and Virginia’s Ocean 

Shores 

Larry G. Ward, et al. 

1989. 250 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0889-4 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0868-1 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

New 

A Moveable Shore: The Fate 

of the Connecticut Coast 

Peter C. Patton and 

James M. Kent 

1991. 240 pages, 10 x 8 

isbn 0-8223-1147-x 

paper, $19.95m 

isbn 0-8223-1128-3 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

From Currituck to 

Calabash: Living with North 

Carolina’s Barrier Islands 

Second Edition 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr., et al. 

1982. 258 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0548-8 

paper, $13.95^ 

Living with the East 

Florida Shore 

Orrin FJ. Pilkey, Jr., et al. 

1985. 275 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0515-1 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-0514-3 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Living with the West 

Florida Shore 

Larry J. Doyle, et al. 

1985. 240 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0517-8 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0516-x 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

New 

Living with the 

Georgia Shore 

Tonya D. Clayton, et al. 

1992. 296 pages, 51 photographs, 

61 maps & line art, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-1219-0 

paper, $i7-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1215-8 

library cloth edition, $42.50 

Living with the Lake 

Erie Shore 

Charles H. Carter, et al. 

1987. 276 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0741-3 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0678-6 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

Living with Long Island’s 

South Shore 

Larry McCormick, et al. 

1984.167 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0502-x 

paper, $i4_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0501-1 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Living with the 

Louisiana Shore 

Joseph T. Kelley, et al. 

1984.177 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0519-4 

paper, $n.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0518-6 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Living with the Coast 

of Maine 

Joseph T. Kelley, Alice R. Kelley, 

and Orrin H. Pilkey, Sr. 

1989.185 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0885-1 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0864-9 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

Living with the New 

Jersey Shore 

Karl F. Nordstrom, et al. 

1986. 208 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0698-0 

paper, $i4_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0543-7 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

Living with the Shore of Puget 

Sound and the Georgia Strait 

Thomas A. Terich 

1987.182 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0745-6 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0689-1 

library cloth edition, $35.00 

Living with the South 

Carolina Shore 

William J. Neal, et al. 

1984. 218 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0524-0 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0522-4 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

Living with the Texas Shore 

Robert A. Morton, et al. 

1983. 202 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0500-3 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-0499-6 

library cloth edition, $29.95 
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SELECTED BACKLIST & BESTSELLERS 

Art 

Shows of Force: Power, 

Politics, and Ideology in 

Art Exhibitions 

Timothy W. Luke 

“Luke demonstrates how cultural 

mythologies and political power 

are expressed in the showing of 

artworks.... This is a ground¬ 

breaking book for anyone inter¬ 

ested in the cultural politics of 

contemporary art.”—Suzi Gablik, 

author of Has Modernism Failed? 

t992. 264 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1123-2 

paper, $i5-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1188-7 

library cloth edition, $37.95 

Winner of the 1990 

James Russell Lowell Prize 

Postmodernism, or, 

The Cultural Logic of 

Late Capitalism 

Fredric Jameson 

“An encyclopedic grasp of mod¬ 

ern culture.”—Stuart Hall, 

Marxism Today 

1991. (1990) 461 pages, 24 

illustrations, 8 in color, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1090-2 

paper, $i9.95tr 

Rights: World, excluding Europe 

and British Commonwealth 

(except Canada) 

The Brummer Collection 

of Medieval Art: Duke 

University Museum of Art 

Caroline Bruzelius with 

Jill Meredith 

The Brummer Collection of 

Medieval Art is remarkable for 

its breadth and the variety of 

objects represented, with works 

varying in scale from monumen¬ 

tal stone pieces to small-scale 

objects in wood, ivory, or metal. 

This fine catalog makes avail¬ 

able—for the first time—to art 

lovers and scholars alike this rich 

but little-known collection. 

Published in Association with the 

Duke University Museum of Art 

1991. 318 pages, 153 duotones, 149 

b&w photographs, 16 color 

photographs, 8V2 x 11 

isbn 0-8223-1055-4 

cloth, $65.00 

The Art Museums of 

Louis I. Kahn 

Patricia C. Loud 

Foreword by Michael Mezzatesta 

This beautifully illustrated exhi¬ 

bition catalog provides the first 

comprehensive study of the 

renowned American architect 

Louis I. Kahn’s three art muse¬ 

ums: the Yale University Art 

Gallery, the Kimball Art Mu¬ 

seum, and the Yale Center for 

British Art. 

Published in Association with the 

Duke University Museum of Art 

1990. 304 pages, 271 duotones, 

7 color images, 9 x 12 

isbn 0-8223-0998-x 

paper, $30.ootr 

isbn 0-8223-0989-0 

library cloth edition, $6o.ootr 

A Way of Seeing 

Helen Levitt 

With an essay by James Agee 

Third edition, a revision of the 

1981 Horizon edition with eigh¬ 

teen additional photographs. 

“There is no fundamental differ¬ 

ence in the great landscapes and 

quiet portraits of Edward Weston 

and the profoundly revealing 

pictures of children by Helen 

Levitt. Both are photographic 

perceptions of the highest or¬ 

der.”—Ansel Adams 

Published in Association with the 

Center for Documentary Studies, 

Duke University 

1989.100 pages, 86 duotone 

photographs, 9 x 11 

isbn 0-8223-1005-8 

paper, $19.95m 

In the Street: Chalk 

Drawings and Messages, 

New York City, 1938-1948 

Helen Levitt 

With an essay by Robert Coles 

Bringing together more than one 

hundred drawings and messages 

sketched in chalk on sidewalks 

and walls by New York City 

children in the 1930s and 40s, 

Levitt shows us a vision of 

America in those years with the 

lyricism and grace for which she 

is known. 

Published in Association with the 

Center for Documentary Studies, 

Duke University 

1987.112 pages, 114 duotone 

photographs, 9 x 11 

isbn 0-8223-0771-5 

paper, $20.ootr 

Dance 

Louis Horst: Musician 

in a Dancer’s World 

Janet Mansfield Soares 

“[Presents] the details surround¬ 

ing the ‘birthing’ of a family of 

dancers which embraced and 

nurtured the genius of Martha 

Graham.... Soares makes it 

clear that Louis Horst was a 

trailblazer.”—Peter Sparling, 

former Principal Dancer, 

The Martha Graham Dance 

Company (1973-1987) 

1992. 296 pages, 32 b&w 

photographs, 6x9 

' isbn 0-8223-1226-3 

cloth, $29.95tr 

Winner of the 1990 De la 

Torre Bueno Prize 

Soviet Choreographers 

in the 1920s 

Elizabeth Souritz 

Translated from the Russian 

by Lynn Visson 

Edited, with additional 

translation, by Sally Banes 

“The strength of Ms. Souritz’ 

text lies in her careful researching 

of the choreographic manner 

and ideals of her chosen figures 

... others here acquire new 

significance and clearer identities 

for Western readers as she inves¬ 

tigates their ballets and analyzes 

both their themes and means of 

expression.”—Clement Crisp, 

New York Times Book Review 

1990.384 pages, 75 photographs, 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0952-1 

cloth, $29.95 

SOVIET CHOREOGRAPHERS 
IN THE 1920s m ELIZABETH SOURITZ 
'Iiiukib *«»«* **« »» Vtiiow 

WITH fOAMlAftO*. •» UUt tAklt 
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The Tail of the Dragon: 

New Dance, 1976-1982 

Marcia B. Siegel 

Photographs by 

Nathaniel Tileston 

“The reviews collected in The 

Tail of the Dragon form a valu¬ 

able and fascinating body of 

information about postmodern 

dance during its transition from 

sixties radicalism to something 

sleeker, more virtuosic, and more 

accessible.”—Deborah Jowitt, 

staff writer, The Village Voice 

1991. 251 pages, 38 b&w 

photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1166-6 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1156-9 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

Special Citation by the 

De la Torre Bueno Award 

Committee 

Solitary Song: 

An Autobiography 

Pauline Koner 

“Artistically, [Pauline Koner] is 

her own ancestor ... to trace the 

course of her career is to trace 

the course of an independent 

artist, an individualist, a great 

dancer, and, incidentally, a pio¬ 

neer in dance on television.”— 

Anna Kisselgoff, The New York 

Times 

1989. 317 pages, 39 photographs, 

6x9 

ISBN O-8223-0878-9 

cloth, $26.95 

Fiction/Autobiography 

Storming the Reality 

Studio: A Casebook of 

Cyberpunk and Postmodern 

Science Fiction 

Larry McCaffery, editor 

“[It] articulates the emergence of 

cyberpunk not only as a literary 

genre, but as a defining trope in 

postmodern culture.”—Carlton 

Smith, San Diego Union 

1992. 344 pages, 8 illustrations, 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1168-2 

paper, $17.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1158-5 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

SAN CAMILO, 1936 
Camilo Jose Cela 

*11111 oi mi mu run rot nuutoif 

TRANSLATED I Y JOHN H I. P 0 l T 

From the Winner of the 1989 

Nobel Prize for Literature 

San Camilo, 1936 

Camilo Jose Cela 

Translated by John H. R. Polt 

“[Provides] a kind of high- 

voltage reporting of those days in 

Madrid that puts one in mind 

both of the dispatches from the 

Spanish front in the 30s and of 

the new journalism of the 

60s.... Vibrant and eloquent.” 

—Frederick Luciani, New York 

Times Book Review 

1991.327 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1196-8 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1179-8 

library cloth edition, $45.95 

The World and the Bo Tree 

Helen Bevington 

Accomplished writer/critic Helen 

Bevington takes the reader along 

on her travels taken lightly 

amidst the turbulence of the 

1980s to and from various desti¬ 

nations—Europe, Asia, Africa, 

China, South America—as she 

searches for moments of peace 

and tranquility. 

1991. 224 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1165-8 

paper, $i5-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1153-4 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

Gunslinger 

Edward Dorn 

Introduction by Marjorie Perloff 

Dorn’s epic fantasy about a 

demigod cowboy, a madam of a 

saloon, and a talking horse 

named Claude Levi-Strauss who 

travel the Southwest in search of 

Howard Hughes. 

1989. 218 pages, 5V2 x 8'/2 

isbn 0-8223-0932-7 

paper, $11.95 

isbn 0-8223-0964-5 

cloth, $24.95 

The Mind Is Not the 

Heart: Recollections of a 

Woman Physician 

Eva J. Salber 

Foreword by William Bevan 

“The tone of these memoirs is 

one of calm and intelligent 

optimism. From her experience 

has come an engrossing book, an 

honest voice that will resonate 

with younger women and with 

physicians pursuing similar 

work, who can benefit from the 

wisdom in her story.”—Laura G. 

Hanson, M.D., The New England 

Journal of Medicine 

1989. 300 pages, 33 photo¬ 

graphs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0910-6 

cloth, $24_95tr 

History 

Good Faith and Truthful 

Ignorance: A Case of 

Transatlantic Bigamy 

Alexandra Parma Cook and 

Noble David Cook 

“A remarkably juicy tale that 

opens a window onto daily life at 

the height of the conquest of the 

Americas.... A thoroughly 

compelling story.”—Mary Tal¬ 

bot, Newsweek 

1991. 224 pages, 3 b&w illustra¬ 

tions, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1222-0 

paper, $i2-95tr 
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The Cultural Origins of the 

French Revolution 

Roger Chartier 

Translated by Lydia G. Cochrane 

“By emphasizing cultural history, 

Chartier connects the question 

of the Revolution’s origins to 

themes covered in his previous 

work, which ranges over several 

centuries and a vast array of 

subjects.... [He] combines 

familiar material in fresh ways, 

exposing fault lines and propos¬ 

ing new interpretations.”— 

Robert Darnton, New York 

Review of Books 

Bicentennial Reflections on the 

French Revolution series 

1991. 240 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0993-9 

paper, $8.95 

isbn 0-8223-0981-5 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

American Politics 

& Society 

The Constitutional Logic 

of Affirmative Action 

Ronald J. Fiscus 

Edited by Stephen L. Wasby 

“This is an outstanding book.... 

The most compelling and most 

precisely argued case for racial 

quotas that I have ever read. The 

writing is superb and it goes 

straight to the heart of the issue 

of affirmative action ...” 

—Sheldon Goldman, author of 

Constitutional Law 

1992.170 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1206-9 

cloth, $i7-95tr 

THE POLITICS OF 

LiBEPAL 
EDUCATION 
Edited bv 0 A U Y l J GlESS and 

BARBASA HE8RNSTEIN SMiTH 

The Politics of Liberal 

Education 

Darryl J. Gless and Barbara 

Herrnstein Smith, editors 

Responding to attacks on con¬ 

temporary humanities teaching 

by government officials, journal¬ 

ists, and academic traditionalists, 

the contributors here—Stanley 

Fish, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 

Gerald Graff, Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick, among others— 

discuss the controversies sur¬ 

rounding recent developments in 

American higher education, 

including curricular revisions, 

“multiculturalism,” and the 

challenge to traditional views of 

“canons” and “classics.” 

Post-Contemporary Interventions 

1991. 288 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1199-2 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1183-6 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

Back in Print 

False Promises: The Shaping 

of American Working 

Class Consciousness 

With a New Introduction and 

Epilogue by the Author 

Stanley Aronowitz 

“False Promises is a classic of its 

type, and well-known to special¬ 

ists in labor studies. It is a highly 

original and bold perspective on 

American labor, still widely cited 

in the current literature and still 

a source of inspiration to many 

students.”—Ruth Milkman, 

author of Gender at Work 

1991. 500 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1198-4 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1181-x 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

Winner of the 1991 Distinguished 

Book of the Year Award by the 

Society for the Scientific Study of 

Religion 

The Black Church in the 

African American Experience 

C. Eric Lincoln and 

Lawrence H. Mamiya 

“A long-needed look at what was 

once called ‘the invisible institu¬ 

tion.’ ... The whole nation now 

has at its disposal much informa¬ 

tion that black communities have 

always taken for granted.” 

—James Forbes, New York Times 

Book Review 

“[A] rare examination.”— 

Richard Ostling, Time Magazine 

1990. 536 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1073-2 

paper, $18.95 

isbn 0-8223-1057-0 

library cloth edition, $47.50 

Winner of the 1990-1991 Policy 

Studies Organization Outstanding 

Book Award 

The Expendable Future: U.S. 

Politics and the Protection 

of Biological Diversity 

Richard Tobin 

“ The Expendable Future is an 

extraordinarily fine book—the 

best yet about the political as¬ 

pects of preserving biological 

diversity. Richard Tobin has 

succeeded brilliantly in weaving 

together the history of a small, 

embattled, underfunded federal 

agency, the challenge of preserv¬ 

ing biological diversity, and the 

study of administration.” 

—David Orr, Conservation 

Biology 

1990.336 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1071-6 

paper, $18.75 

isbn 0-8223-1053-8 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

Universities and the 

Future of America 

Derek Bok 

“Although critical of higher 

education, [this book] exudes 

confidence in the universities’ 

achievements and their poten¬ 

tial—confidence that sets it apart 

from the spate of jeremiads that 

have appeared over the past few 

years.”—Nancy S. Dye, New York 

Times Book Review 

1990.128 pages 

isbn 0-8223-1036-8 

cloth, $i4-95tr 

European Politics 

Surge to Freedom: The End 

of Communist Rule in 

Eastern Europe 

J. F. Brown 

“There is no surer guide than 

Brown to an understanding of 

these events, and no one better 

qualified to describe the complex 

and daunting problems facing 

the new noncommunist govern¬ 

ments.”— Foreign Affairs 

1991.350 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1145-3 

paper, $19.95 

isbn 0-8223-1126-7 

library cloth edition, $45.00 
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The Government and Politics 

of the European Community 

Second Edition, Revised 

and Updated 

Neill Nugent 

“A clear and measured account 

of how and why the Community 

works as it does.”—Times Liter¬ 

ary Supplement 

1991.364 pages, 5V2 x 8V2 

isbn 0-8223-1193-3 

paper, $19.95 

isbn 0-8223-1184-4 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

Rights: U.S. only 

Medicine 

Herbal and Magical Medicine: 

Traditional Healing Today 

James Kirkland, Holly F. 

Mathews, C. W. Sullivan III, 

and Karen Baldwin, editors 

This volume examines tradi¬ 

tional medical beliefs among 

Native, Anglo- and African 

Americans in eastern North 

Carolina and Virginia such as 

talking the fire out of burns, 

wart-curing, blood-stopping, 

herbal healing, and rootwork. 

1992. 252 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1217-4 

paper, $18.95 

isbn 0-8223-1208-5 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

Herbal Medicine Past 

and Present 

Volume I: Trying to Give Ease 

John K. Crellin and Jane Philpott 

A unique account of herbal 

medicine based on the practices 

of Appalachian herbalist A. L. 

“Tommie” Bass and situated in 

the broad historical perspective 

of self-care practices. 

1990.347 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0877-0 

cloth, $35.ootr 

Herbal Medicine Past 

and Present 

Volume 2: A Reference Guide 

to Medicinal Plants 

John K. Crellin and Jane Philpott 

An extensive discussion of over 

700 medicinal plants. 

1990. 560 pages, 7 x 10 

isbn 0-8223-1019-8 

paper, $i9.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0879-7 

library cloth edition, $59.50 

Regional 

Landing Zones: Southern 

Veterans Remember Vietnam 

James R. Wilson 

“The book’s 24 entries read well 

and retain an individualistic 

texture. The stories are all brief, 

war-centered biographies. 

Wilson’s editorial hand obviously 

shaped the stories, but they ring 

true.”—Marc Leepson, The 

Veteran 

1990.312 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1041-4 

cloth, $2i.95tr 

Durham County: A History 

of Durham County, 

North Carolina 

Jean Bradley Anderson 

“A vast and impressive piece of 

work, which not only supercedes 

all previous efforts but which 

will hold a proud and lasting 

place among other county histo¬ 

ries in North Carolina.... [This 

book is] a touchstone for further 

research for the next generation 

and beyond.”—Sydney Nathans, 

author of The Quest for Progress: 

The Way We Lived in North 

Carolina 

1990. 628 pages, 62 photo¬ 

graphs, 7 x 10 

isbn 0-8223-1056-2 

cloth, $27-50tr 

Gardening 

Southern Gardens, 

Southern Gardening 

William Lanier Hunt 

“Southern Gardens, Southern 

Gardening squeezes the garden¬ 

ing experience of a lifetime into 

12 monthly chapters. It’s good 

information written at an easy 

pace, like Southern prose should 

be.”—Southern Living 

1992. 208 pages, 7 b&w 

photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1223-9 

paper, $i2.95tr 

A Rock Garden in the South 

Elizabeth Lawrence 

Edited by Nancy Goodwin 

with Allen Lacy 

1990. 239 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0986-6 

cloth, $i9.95tr 

Gardening for Love: 

The Market Bulletins 

Elizabeth Lawrence 

Edited and with an 

introduction by Allen Lacy 

1987. 238 pages 

5x8 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-0887-8 

paper, $io.95tr 

The Little Bulbs: A Tale 

of Two Gardens 

Elizabeth Lawrence 

Introduction by Allen Lacy 

1957, reprinted 1986. 261 

pages, 51/2x8 

isbn 0-8223-0739-1 

paper, $n.95tr 

In praise of Elizabeth Lawrence 

“As in all her gardening books, 

Elizabeth Lawrence writes from 

her own experience and personal 

records and out of relish and 

delight.... She’s written with the 

intimacy that comes of full 

knowledge, true and patient love, 

a grower’s sense of continuity in 

the natural world, and a lyricist’s 

lifetime practice of praise.” 

—Eudora Welty 
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JOURNALS 

As of July I, 1992 

Duke University Press 

is proud to announce its 

association with two 

prestigious and ground¬ 

breaking journals 

Socialist Review 

Edited by collectives in the San 

Francisco Bay Area and Boston 

For more than two decades, 

Socialist Review has occupied a 

distinctive position within the 

intellectual left in the United 

States, serving as a meeting point 

for critical discussion and debate 

about the construction of a 

pluralistic, democratic radical 

politics. Socialist Review stands 

out among intellectual journals 

by virtue of its highly accessible 

language, inviting design, and 

compelling combination of 

activist politics and theoretical 

analysis. Socialist Review is a 

widely respected forum for 

debates on topics as diverse as 

the politics of identity, new 

approaches to radical political 

economy, and the relevance of 

postmodern theory to grass¬ 

roots activist work. 

Special back issues of S/R 

include: 

Identities in Search of a Strategy: 

Envisioning a New Radical 

Politics 

Socialism’s Crisis in Meaning 

That Was Then, This Is Now: 90s 

Radicals Confront the 60s, 60s 

Radicals Face the 90s 

Is That All There Is? Reappraising 

Social Movements 

Body Politics 

Continental Shifts: North-South 

Relations in the New World Order 

Queer Innovation: Reshaping 

Gender, Sexuality—and Social 

Movements 

All back issues are available from 

Duke University Press. 

Socialist Review is published by 

the Center for Social Research 

and Education and distributed 

by Duke University Press. 

Annual subscription rate for 1992 

(4 issues): $48 institutions, $24 

individuals. Add $8 for subscrip¬ 

tions outside the U.S. Single 

current issue: $7 

issn: 0161-1801 

Social Text 

Bruce Robbins and 

Andrew Ross, editors 

Applying the newest interpretive 

methods to the world at large, 

Social Text covers a broad spec¬ 

trum of social and cultural phe¬ 

nomena. For fourteen years, this 

collectively produced journal has 

led the way in the study of every¬ 

day life, and has consistently 

focused attention on questions of 

gender, sexuality, race, and the 

environment. Committed to 

political commentary, Social Text 

has also broken new ground in 

the debates about popular cul¬ 

ture, postmodernism, and 

postcolonialism. In addition to 

publishing key works by the 

most influential social and cul¬ 

tural theorists, Social Text is 

known for its provocative inter¬ 

views and its presentation of 

challenging articles by emerging 

critical voices. 

Special back issues of Social 

Text include: 

Sex, Terror, and Music 

Colonial Discourse 

Postmodernism 

Theory and Historical Agency 

Contemporary Cuban Culture 

Fear of a Queer Planet 

Ethnic Identity 

Post-colonialism/Third World 

Raymond Williams 

All back issues are available from 

Duke University Press 

Annual subscription rate for 

1992 (4 issues): $60 institutions, 

$24 individuals, $16 student. 

Add $8 for subscriptions outside 

the U.S. Single current issue: $6 

issn: 0164-2472 
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American Literature 

A Journal of Literary History, 

Criticism, and Bibliography 

Cathy N. Davidson, editor 
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